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Military interest in incapacitating biochemical weapons has grown in recent years as advances in
science and technology have appeared to offer the promise of new ‘‘non-lethal’’ weapons useful
for a variety of politically and militarily challenging situations. There is, in fact, a long and
unfulfilled history of attempts to develop such weapons. It is clear that advances are opening up a
range of possibilities for future biological and chemical weapons more generally. The treaties
prohibiting biological and chemical weapons make no distinction between lethal and ‘‘nonlethal’’ weapons *all are equally prohibited. Indeed, a sharp and technically meaningful
distinction between lethal and ‘‘non-lethal’’ biological and chemical weapons is beyond
the capability of science to make. Thus, interest in incapacitating biochemical weapons, and
efforts on the part of various states to develop them, pose a significant challenge to the treaty
regimes, to the norms against biological and chemical warfare that they embody, and, ultimately,
to the essential protections that they provide. Preventing a new generation of biological and
chemical weapons from emerging will take concerted efforts and action at the local, national,
and international levels.
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In January 2006, the Institute of Medicine and the National Research Council of the U.S.
National Academies of Science issued a report titled Globalization, Biosecurity and the
Future of the Life Sciences . The report called attention to the ways in which rapid advances
in the life sciences and biotechnology are generating new knowledge and capabilities that
could enable the creation of a wide range of novel biological threats. ‘‘The accelerating
pace of discovery in the life sciences has fundamentally altered the threat spectrum,’’ said
the report. It noted that ‘‘[t]he immune, neurological, and endocrine systems are
particularly vulnerable to disruption by manipulation of bioregulators.’’1
Bioregulators are ‘‘naturally occurring organic compounds that regulate diverse
cellular processes in multiple organ systems and are essential for normal homeostatic
function.’’2 They are a subset of the large number of biochemical compounds produced by
living organisms, and numerous physiologically active natural and synthetic biochemical
analogues of the bioregulators are known to exist. When introduced into the body in
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quantities significantly greater than those that normally occur, these biochemicals can
cause severe adverse effects or death.3
Concern about the use of bioregulators as weapons is not new *both the United
States and Sweden, for example, discussed this potential as far back as the Second Review
Conference of the Biological and Toxin Weapons Convention (BTWC) in 1986.4 However, in
recent years this concern is being heard with greater frequency, and the focus has tended
to be on bioterrorism. Thus, the news release accompanying the Institute of Medicine
report stated that ‘‘the entire scientific community should broaden its awareness that
bioterrorism threats now include, for example, new approaches for manipulating or killing
host organisms.’’5 (Emphasis added.)
This statement was duly picked up by others.6 In the United States, the most
important expression of concern came from the White House in the form of a 2004
Presidential Directive, which stated that ‘‘[a]dvances in biotechnology and life sciences *
including the spread of expertise to create modified or novel organisms *present the
prospect of new toxins, live agents, and bioregulators that would require new detection
methods, preventive measures, and treatments.’’7 (Emphasis added.)
What these recent expressions of concern have missed is that the threat posed by
the hostile use of bioregulators and other biochemical weapons primarily comes not from
terrorists, but from the military organizations of states. The biological weapons program
of the former Soviet Union reportedly included a special program for developing
bioregulator-based weapons.8 Moreover, several countries now appear to be
pursuing incapacitating biochemical weapons based on analogues of bioregulators.
Indeed, three years before its report on globalization and biosecurity, the National
Research Council released a report from a different committee which strongly recommended that the U.S. military pursue a ‘‘non-lethal’’ biochemical weapons capability.9
It was an event in Moscow in 2002 that first brought the issue of incapacitating
biochemical weapons to widespread public attention. On the evening October 23, 2002, a
group of male and female Chechen terrorists raided the Dubrovka theater center during a
performance of the play Nord-Ost and took approximately 800 people hostage. The 50odd hostage takers were well armed and the women among them were wired with high
explosives. They demanded the withdrawal of Russian troops from Chechnya and
threatened to kill the hostages if their demand was not met. A little over two days later,
on the morning of October 26, Russian Special Forces troops disseminated an unknown
biochemical agent through the ventilation system, apparently putting both hostages and
the Chechen women, who remained in the main theater, into a deep sleep. Approximately
30 minutes later, the troops stormed the theater, killing all of the Chechen hostage takers
and ending the crisis. However, approximately 125 hostages died from the effects of the
gas, and many more were severely injured. Several days later, the Russian Health Minister
revealed that the gas contained a derivative of the potent narcotic fentanyl, a compound
related to morphine, but did not reveal the specific nature of the agent used.10
The Moscow theater siege illustrated both the potential and the limitations of
incapacitating biochemical weapons. The Russian government faced an extremely difficult
and unenviable situation *it is impossible to know whether the use of the biochemical
incapacitant saved more lives than it cost, or vice versa, once the decision to resolve the
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crisis forcefully was taken. However, the military use of an apparently novel chemical
agent did not generate any significant public comments from other governments.
Instead, as one proponent has suggested, it may have generated more interest on the part
of governments in exploring the potential of incapacitating biochemical weapons.11
Indeed, as science and technology continue to advance, our rapidly increasing understanding of the human nervous system and of other physiological systems appears to
suggest to some that the development of ‘‘non-lethal’’ incapacitating biochemical
weapons is possible.
Should efforts to develop such weapons gather steam, the future of the Chemical
Weapons Convention (CWC) and BTWC regimes will be in jeopardy, and the protections
the conventions provide may begin to erode. Should such weapons come to be routinely
used, the protections could ultimately be eliminated altogether. The path leading to
incapacitating biochemical weapons is not one we should tread down lightly.

Defining Incapacitating Biochemicals
According to one widely used textbook, ‘‘biochemistry is the chemistry of life.’’12
Biochemicals are biologically active chemicals; that is, they are chemicals that are
produced by or act via specific chemical mechanisms in living organisms. Bioregulators
are a subset of biochemicals, albeit a subset of particular concern and importance in
relation to biological and chemical weapons. Toxins such as botulinum toxin and saxitoxin
are also biochemicals. As will be discussed later, for purposes of arms control, biochemicals
can be considered to be both chemical and biological agents.
Biochemicals may normally exist only transiently in a living organism, or they may be
long-lasting products of biochemical reactions. Moreover, while most biochemicals are
produced by living organisms, an increasing number can also be produced synthetically. A
biochemical need not be essential for fundamental life processes, yet through its chemical
activity it can have a profound effect on such processes. For instance, the statin family of
drugs dramatically lowers cholesterol levels in humans by specifically inhibiting HMG-CoA
reductase, an enzyme (a protein that catalyzes a specific biochemical reaction) responsible
for the committed step in cholesterol biosynthesis. The statins, first discovered in certain
strains of fungi, are biochemical analogs of the endogenous ligand HMG-CoA that
compete with it for binding to the enzyme.13 Several synthetic statins have also
been developed based on fungal compounds, including atorvastatin (lipitor), which
in 2004 was the largest-selling drug in the world.14 Like synthetic versions of
naturally occurring biomolecules, wholly synthetic organic compounds such as atorvastatin that are biologically active analogs of naturally occurring biomolecules are also
biochemicals.
In the context of chemical and biological weapons, incapacitation is defined not in
scientific terms based on the physiological action or effect of an agent, but in military
terms based on the desired consequence of such action or effect. The meaning of the term
incapacitation is thus context-dependent and can be somewhat elastic, but it must
exclude death or permanent injury as an intended consequence. For example, according
to U.S. Army Field Manual 3-11.9, ‘‘in a military context, incapacitation is understood to
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mean inability to perform one’s military mission.’’15 Two U.S. military authorities note
that ‘‘when the word incapacitating is used, we should ask, ‘incapacitating for what
activity?’ . . . Since missions vary, we could theoretically consider a particular agent to be
incapacitating if it disrupts aspects of performance vital to a particular mission.’’16 In other
words, a person who is ‘‘incapacitated’’ is unable to do whatever it is that the user wants
to stop him or her from doing. Incapacitation could mean reducing vision and otherwise
harassing fighters with tear gas to impede their effectiveness; it could mean blunting
cognition so as to impede effective concentration or cooperation among members of
operational units; it could mean ‘‘knocking out’’ a target with an agent that
induces anesthesia, as occurred in the Moscow theater siege. These are all different
endpoints pharmacologically. Regardless of the precise effect desired, incapacitation
must be both predictable and significant from the user’s point of view.
In turn, an ‘‘incapacitating agent’’ is a chemical agent that ‘‘produces temporary
physiological or mental effects, or both, which will render individuals incapable of
concerted effort in the performance of their assigned duties,’’17 and ‘‘the basic purpose
of an incapacitating agent . . . [is] to reduce military effectiveness without endangering
life.’’18 Incapacitating agents are often divided into two classes. Agents in the first class
generally act locally and have effects which disappear rapidly (within minutes) after
exposure ceases. These include tear gases and are typically referred to as irritants,
harassing agents, or riot control agents (RCAs). Agents in the second class cause temporary
incapacitation that lasts substantially longer (up to hours or days) than the time of
exposure by acting on and thereby altering specific biochemical processes and
physiological systems, particularly those of the central nervous system.19 These are the
incapacitating biochemical agents. They have also been called incapacitating agents,
incapacitants, immobilizing agents, calmatives, pharmacological agents, and biotechnical
agents. They include neurotransmitters, other neuro-regulators, and their synthetic
analogs which are used for anesthesia, sedation, and other purposes. In the central
nervous systems, these agents act as ligands for (that is, they bind to) specific receptor
molecules located on the surface of nerve cells at the synapses (junctions) where one
nerve cell transmits information to another. The distinction between these two classes is
not firm; for instance, the effects of incapacitating biochemical agents are known to
dissipate within minutes after exposure ceases.20

Factors Driving Efforts to Develop Incapacitating Biochemical Weapons
From the beginning, efforts to develop incapacitating biochemical weapons have been
enabled by scientific and technological advances in the medical and life sciences. As one
U.S. military scientist noted, ‘‘ . . . as credible military weapons, drugs did not receive
serious consideration until the 1950s, when scientific psychopharmacology first came of
age.’’21 The impact of scientific and technological advances will be discussed in greater
detail below. The establishment of military-pharmaceutical industry relationships has also
been important. For instance, at least two biochemical incapacitants pursued by the U.S.
and U.K. militaries in the 1960s, 3-quinuclidinyl benzilate (BZ, a deleriant) and TL 2636
(a vomiting agent derived from thebaine, a biochemical found in opium) were obtained by
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the military through industrial liaison programs.22 Industrial partnerships were still being
promoted in the year 2000 as a way of identifying potential new biochemical
incapacitants.23
Efforts to develop incapacitating biochemical weapons have also been enabled by
the ability of scientists and other advocates to argue effectively that such weapons could
in fact be developed and would provide the military with useful new capabilities
and greater operational flexibility, thereby enhancing the armed forces’ ability to
defeat adversaries while reducing political constraints on the use of force. Indeed,
U.S. efforts to develop incapacitating biochemical weapons began in 1949 with the
suggestion by a member of the Army Chemical Service that the use of psychoactive
chemicals in a war with the Soviet Union might allow victory without horrific death and
destruction.24
Later, proponents suggested that, depending on the scenario, incapacitating
biochemical weapons could be nearly as effective as lethal chemical weapons for
reducing the combat effectiveness of enemy troops, and less costly in both military and
political terms. They could be useful in areas where civilians or opposing Warsaw Pact
forces might be convinced to shift alliances. They could also provide a more ‘‘flexible’’
military posture adaptable to the conduct of limited warfare (including military
interventions and counterinsurgencies) and hostage rescue operations. They could,
for example, provide for greater freedom of action and more ambitious military operations
in situations where enemy forces were present in heavily populated areas or even
intermingled with friendly or noncombatant personnel.25
Today, incapacitating biochemical weapons are considered one of several types of
potential ‘‘non-lethal’’ weapons ‘‘designed and primarily employed so as to incapacitate
personnel or material, while minimizing fatalities, permanent injury to personnel, and
undesired damage to property and the environment.’’26 As before, such weapons are said
to fill a capabilities gap and allow for ‘‘flexible and selective engagement ’’ in ‘‘circumstances
[that] may limit the use of lethal means.’’27 (Emphasis in original.) They could thus
‘‘enhance the utility and relevance of military force as a . . . policy option,’’ especially in
situations where combatants and noncombatants are often mixed, by ‘‘bringing into
balance the conflicting requirements of mission accomplishment, force protection, and
safety of noncombatants.’’ With the increase in peacekeeping operations since the end of
the Cold War and the rise in terrorism, envisioned uses now focus on military operations
other than war (crowd control, peacekeeping, humanitarian assistance, occupation and
reconstruction, noncombatant evacuations, hostage rescue, counterterrorism, and management of violently belligerent prisoners), although they also include military operations
in urban terrain (including counterinsurgency operations and major regional wars, and the
capture of individuals ‘‘behind enemy lines’’).28
In short, today as 50 years ago, incapacitating biochemical weapons are being
sought not to replace traditional military weapons, but to provide new weapons that
expand the range of tactical and strategic options available to commanders and political
leaders; not to reduce the use of force, but to enhance the ability to use force in situations
where the use of more traditional means of force faces significant, and growing, political
constraints. As the 1998 Joint Concept for Non-Lethal Weapons stated: ‘‘The wider range
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of options provided by non-lethal capabilities augments deadly force but does not replace
it .’’29 (Emphasis in original.)

Technical Requirements and Challenges: The Intersection of Politics and
Science
Based on publicly available information, there have thus far been no major successes in
the development of incapacitating biochemical weapons. The U.S. experience with BZ
provides a good example why. BZ is a member of the belladonoid/atropine class of plant
toxins that causes torpor and sedation followed by delirium and often hallucinations,
irritability, and paranoia. Its potency (i.e., the dose required to achieve the desired effect)
compares favorably to that of the nerve agents.30 Although BZ munitions were
standardized in 1962 and produced until at least 1965, they apparently never entered
the operational U.S. chemical weapons arsenal and were declared obsolete around 1976
with no replacement in sight.31
As an incapacitating biochemical weapon agent, BZ had a number of problems. At
the ED50 (the dose at which 50 percent of exposed individuals exhibit the desired effect),
BZ took eight hours to reach its full effect. That effect was itself unpredictable *at a given
dose some individuals were completely incapacitated while others appeared relatively
unaffected. Moreover, the range of behavioral responses elicited was quite variable and
unpredictable, with some individuals exhibiting irrational rage and paranoia as the initial
effects of the drug wore off, behaviors that could have very negative consequences for
friend and foe alike. Finally, the method of disseminating BZ generated a visible cloud,
virtually eliminating any chance for surprise or covert delivery.32
There was also a fourth complication, as the chair of the U.K. Chemical Defence
Advisory Board pointed out: ‘‘ . . . any chemical agent, a small dose of which is capable of
profound disturbance of bodily or mental function, is certain to be able to cause death in
large dose . . . and no attack with a chemical warfare agent is likely to be designed with
the primary objective of avoiding overhitting.’’33 This can be termed the ‘‘dose response
problem,’’ and it is at once a problem of science, application, morality, and politics. In
considering the safety of a drug, doctors and scientists usually speak in terms of its safety
margin or therapeutic index, which is generally defined as the ratio of the LD50 (the drug
dose which causes lethality in 50 percent of a target population) to ED50 (see Figure 1).
For BZ, which in addition to the effects mentioned above can also cause tachycardia (rapid
heart rate), elevated body temperature, and even coma at high doses, this ratio was
estimated on the basis of animal studies to be approximately 40.34 For reasons to be
explained next, and as will be illustrated by the subsequent review of later efforts to
develop incapacitating biochemical weapons, this ratio would likely be considered
inadequate by most if not all observers today.
Ultimately it is the ability of a prospective weapon to meet military and political
requirements, within existing moral, political, and operational military constraints, that
determines whether it is developed, fielded, and used.35 Thus, the safety margin is a standin for the ratio that truly matters, which is the ratio of the dose that results in the
‘‘maximum acceptable’’ level of mortality and serious morbidity to the dose that achieves
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FIGURE 1
Relationship between dose, incapacitation and lethality.1

1. From Lynn Klotz, Martin Furmanski, and Mark Wheelis, ‘‘Beware the Siren’s Song: Why
‘Non-lethal’ Incapacitating Chemical Agents are Lethal,’’ Scientists Working Group on
Biological and Chemical Weapons, March 2003. Reproduced with permission.

the minimum required operational impact. That ratio is determined by moral (societal),
military, and political considerations. In the early days of the Cold War chemical weapons
program in the United States, advocates within the U.S. Army Chemical Corps promoted
the use of mustard gas as an incapacitating agent because it had exhibited ‘‘only’’ a 2
percent lethality rate among U.S. troops in World War I.36 And for many applications in
general warfare at the time, it might have been adequate to incapacitate only half of the
enemy soldiers. Today, U.S. military requirements appear to be much tighter: at least 99
percent incapacitation, including no more than 0.5 percent mortality and no more than 1.0
percent combined mortality and serious long-term morbidity.37 There is no reason to
believe that these numbers will not change in the future. As the Joint Concept for Nonlethal Weapons states: ‘‘Department of Defense policy does not require or expect
non-lethal weapons ‘to have a zero probability of producing fatalities or permanent
injuries.’ Rather, non-lethal weapons are intended to significantly reduce the probability
of such fatalities or injuries as compared with traditional military weapons.’’ (Emphasis
in original.)
Klotz et al. have shown that an agent that could fulfill the fairly stringent
requirements that exist in the United States today would need to have an exceptionally
large safety margin, perhaps as high as 1,000 or more.38 Even if a lethality rate of up to 5
percent were accepted, a very large safety margin would be required.39 Some members of
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the class of agents used in Moscow have been reported to have safety margins this high.40
However, reported safety margins of potential incapacitating agents can be extremely
misleading, for at least three reasons.
First, actual safety margins can only be determined in animal models. Yet, different
animal models will often yield significantly different results, and extensive experience has
shown that ‘‘animal data can not be extrapolated directly to human beings,’’ most
especially at the upper limits of exposure.41 Indeed, fully one-fifth of all drugs entering
clinical trials fail due to inadequate safety, even though most were previously tested in
animals.42 Although some information on upper exposure limits can often be gained from
clinical data on surgical patients, this is possible only because doses can be tightly
controlled, the patients are constantly monitored and often ventilated, rapid intervention
can be administered in the case of adverse effects, and a host of other measures can be
taken to ensure patient safety.43 None of these characteristics of the hospital setting will
be present on the battlefield, and this clinical experience only serves to illustrate that
incapacitating agents have narrow safety margins in practice.44
Second, the characteristics (slope, location, and threshold effects) and predictive
value of dose-response curves depend on the effect being measured and on the range of
doses being tested. Yet, ‘‘no drug produces a single effect, and, depending on the effect
being measured, the therapeutic index for a drug will vary.’’45 An objective measure of
militarily-relevant incapacitation can be quite difficult to define, and a safety margin based
on analgesia (pain relief) is virtually meaningless if the desired effect is akin to surgical
anesthesia (heavy sedation and/or sleep). Meanwhile, the range of doses tested in humans
will often be quite narrow owing to safety concerns.46
Third, and perhaps most important, human effects determined under idealized and
controlled settings do not reflect real operational contexts. In military studies, humaneffects tests typically use healthy young adults who are exposed to defined doses for a
defined length of time in noncombat settings where they can be carefully monitored for
adverse effects. Such tests fail to account for two significant and uncontrollable sources
of variability that would occur in the field. The first relates to differences in age, size,
gender, health status, and individual susceptibility to the agent among those exposed.
Therapists of every type have long recognized and acknowledged that individual
patients show wide variability in response to the same drug or treatment method. . . . The concentration or dose of drug required to produce a therapeutic effect in
most of the population will usually overlap the concentration required to produce
toxicity in some of the population.47

For this reason, pharmaceutical agents must be delivered to individuals under
controlled circumstances within a narrow range of doses.48 The second relates to
unavoidable differences in exposure time and agent distribution after an agent is
disseminated. These differences make the uniform delivery of precisely controlled doses of
incapacitating agents nearly impossible, a fact that will very likely encourage users to
deliver more agent than needed to incapacitate most individuals in order to compensate
for those individuals who inevitably would not receive a high enough dose.49 This problem
is complicated even more by the need for rapid incapacitation in most scenarios, as this
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requires the delivery of higher doses than would normally be used for nonmilitary
purposes. It is thus no surprise when one developer of incapacitating biochemical agents
says that ‘‘it’s a very complex situation *it is hard enough to use them in the operating
room without compounding the problem with larger groups.’’50
It is now clear that efforts to develop effective incapacitating biochemical weapons
face a complex set of interdependent technical challenges that are dictated by
politico-military goals and requirements. A good incapacitating agent must generally:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Be highly potent (micrograms/kilogram [m/kg] body weight, or less)
Have a rapid onset (minutes)
Have a defined, short (minutes-to-hours) duration
Have effects that are reversible
Be stable in storage and delivery
Have a significant and predictable effect(s) at a given dose or dose range
Be capable of rapid, often covert, dissemination in defined, controllable, and
appropriate amounts
Have a high safety margin.51

Ironically, the ‘‘siren’s song’’ of militarily significant yet non-lethal incapacitation has been
both a driver of and an impediment to the development of incapacitating biochemical
weapons.52 Incapacitating biochemical weapons are not inherently ‘‘non-lethal,’’ even if
used with non-lethal intent. For all practical purposes, any biochemical weapon that can
significantly incapacitate the vast majority of those exposed will very likely cause a
significant number of deaths at the same time.

Advances in Science and Technology
According to arms control researchers Mark Wheelis and Malcolm Dando, early efforts to
develop incapacitating biochemical weapons failed primarily because scientific understanding of neurobiology and neuroreceptors was insufficient for enabling the development of agents with adequate specificity to elicit a narrow range of rapid and predictable
responses.53 For example, it is now known, but was not known in the 1960s, that there are
five subtypes of muscarinic acetylcholine receptors (one of the two major groups of
neuroreceptors that recognize the neurotransmitter acetylcholine), that BZ binds to all five
subtypes, and that each of these subtypes has different functions in the brain.54 It is thus
not surprising that BZ had such pleiotropic and variable effects.
However, beginning with the introduction of biochemical techniques for the
purification and study of receptors in the 1970s and their adoption by the pharmaceutical
industry to speed up drug discovery, continuing with the cloning of neuroreceptor genes
starting in the late 1980s and on through to the era of genomics, systems biology, and
advanced neuroimaging techniques in the 1990s and the early part of this century, there
have been enormous advances in our understanding of the structure, distribution,
function, and integration of receptor subtypes within complex neurological circuits and
systems.55 In addition, as reviewed previously in this article and elsewhere, our ability to
design, synthesize, test, and deliver novel chemicals that could affect these receptors has
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also advanced rapidly in the past 15 years.56 In many countries there is now a focus on
applied science for drug development in order get ‘‘fundamentally better answers about
how the safety and effectiveness of new products can be demonstrated in faster time
frames, with more certainty, and at lower costs.’’57
These scientific and technological advances have continually revealed new
possibilities for the development of incapacitating biochemical weapons. Wheelis and
Dando thus ask whether our level of scientific understanding and technological
development is now or will soon be sufficient to enable the development of new agents
that have enough specificity to more safely elicit more predictable responses. The fentanyl
family of synthetic opioid analgesics offers a good test case for studying this question, as
both the U.S. and Soviet/Russian militaries have undertaken significant efforts to develop
these agents into incapacitating biochemical weapons.58
The fentanyls, synthetic analogs of the naturally occurring biochemical morphine,
are among the strongest analgesics known and among the fastest-acting neurochemical
agents. Fentanyl itself is 100 times more potent than morphine, has a rapid (1 2 minutes)
onset time when delivered intravenously, and a short (approximately 1 hour) duration of
effect after exposure is terminated.59 The fentanyls act by binding to and stimulating the
activity of opioid receptors in the brain and spinal column (they are thus called receptor
‘‘agonists’’). In addition to providing relief from pain, opioids can cause sedation and, at
high doses, unconsciousness. These are unwanted side-effects when opioids are used
as analgesics, but are beneficial when they are used during anesthesia.60 Opioid
compounds, including fentanyl, were investigated by U.S. and U.K. military researchers
as potential biochemical incapacitants during the early Cold War programs but were
discarded because their lethal doses were at most 1020-fold greater than their
incapacitating doses.61 Indeed, in addition to causing sedation and unconsciousness,
the opioids can cause vomiting, hypotension, bradychardia (reduced heart rate), muscle
rigidity (including of the chest wall muscles), and severe, life-threatening respiratory
depression.62
During the 1970s, a series of compounds related to fentanyl were discovered that
were both more potent and said to have a much higher safety margin.63 One such
compound, sufentanil, is 5 10 times more potent than fentanyl and is the most potent
opioid currently in routine clinical use. A second compound, carfentanil, is perhaps the
most potent analgesic currently known with roughly 10,000 times the potency of
morphine.64 It is currently used as a veterinary drug to sedate large animals but is not
approved for use in people. Like fentanyl, both of these opioids are fast acting and have a
relatively short duration of effect.
These and other new fentanyls were the focus of extensive U.S. military research,
including inhalation studies in nonhuman primates, to develop new incapacitating
biochemical weapons during the 1980s and early 1990s.65 According to a recently
released 1994 Army research proposal, at least some of the new fentanyls had ‘‘shown
promise in previous studies’’ and were ‘‘excellent candidates for situations where a quick
knock-down agent is needed.’’ However, they also had drawbacks. Specifically, ‘‘earlier
materials showed high safety ratios in rodents, but much lower ratios in primates because
of respiratory depression.’’66
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These results clearly contradict the high safety margins of 10,000 or more that were
reported for these agents after the Moscow theater siege.67 That is not surprising, as the
reported safety margins were based on studies of analgesia in rats (not anesthesia, which
typically requires tenfold higher doses).68 The therapeutic index, or safety margin, for
sufentanil is reported to be 25 times lower for anesthesia in dogs, 800 times lower in
ferrets, and not much more than 1 in humans for whom it is typically used during
anesthesia at doses of 1 2 m/kg.69 Carfentanil can cause severe respiratory depression and
death in nonhuman primates at doses ranging from 2 14 m/kg, only 7 50 times the ED50
for analgesia in rats.70
Delivery of fentanyl as an aerosol is as effective as delivery intravenously.71 If
sufentanil and carfentanil act similarly, they may thus be as, or even more, toxic than the
nerve agent VX, which has an LD50 of approximately 15 m/kg, when delivered via
inhalation.72 As already noted, aerosol delivery of carfentanil was tested by U.S.
researchers, although the results are not publicly known.73
To solve the dose-response problem, Army researchers tried mixing a fentanyl-type
agonist with a receptor antagonist in an attempt to prevent or reduce respiratory
depression.74 This strategy may have been inspired by similar, though unsuccessful, efforts
conducted before the new agonists and antagonists were known.75 It was probably also
inspired by the identification of mixed agonist-antagonist compounds in the 1970s, which
provided evidence for the existence of more than one type of opioid receptor and
suggested that the analgesic/anesthetic effects of opioids might be separable from their
other, undesired effects.76 According to the 1994 proposal, this strategy ‘‘led to materials
with dramatically improved safety ratios.’’ The Army was simultaneously working on the
development of a grenade for delivery of the selected agent[s].77 The authors of the 1994
proposal reported that ‘‘the most advanced technology exists for the fentanyls than for
any other chemical immobilizer candidates.’’78
Nonetheless, the program was cancelled in 1992. Importantly, this was not because
the problem of developing a highly potent, deliverable and ‘‘safe’’ biochemical
incapacitant was seen as intractable, but ‘‘because of multilateral treaty [i.e., CWC]
language restricting the use of riot control agents to law enforcement only.’’79 Indeed, a
low level of research into ‘‘utilizing anaesthetic compounds in combination with antidotes
to enhance the dose safety of chemical incapacitants’’ for both civilian law enforcement
and ‘‘special military operations, and low intensity conflict’’ was sponsored by the National
Institute of Justice until at least 1997.80 This work was not far removed from the military.81
Yet, more than a decade later there is still no publicly available evidence that the
United States has developed and fielded biochemical incapacitating weapons for either
military or police use, other than scattered reports that U.S. special forces are equipped
with ‘‘knock-out’’ agents.82 How then should the work described above be assessed? On
the one hand, it is clear that any fentanyl known at the time could not be used on its own
as a biochemical incapacitant. As for the agonist-antagonist combination, in 2003 the
National Research Council’s Naval Studies Board reviewed the data and concluded,
‘‘the principal effect was still unconsciousness, which is unacceptable under most
interpretations of the CWC.’’83 And the assessment of a former lead researcher for the
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U.S. military in 2002 was that, to his knowledge, no one had yet ‘‘solved the safetyeffectiveness problem.’’84
On the other hand, when it stated that unconsciousness was not acceptable, and
that ‘‘the goal is to ensure a wide margin of safety between quieting and unconsciousness,’’ the Naval Studies Board effectively moved the goal post, noting that previous
efforts had ‘‘been aimed at understanding margins of safety between loss of consciousness and death.’’85 Moreover, the Russian military did go on to develop and use
incapacitating biochemical weapons based on the fentanyls, and some have claimed that
these weapons were in fact a success.86 In the end, as the Naval Studies Board
report illustrates, the answer to this question depends on what level of lethality and
permanent harm individual governments and the international community decides is
‘‘acceptable.’’
Meanwhile, science and technology have continued to advance. As the Society of
Neuroscience noted in 1999, ‘‘the past decade has delivered more advances than all
previous years of neuroscience research combined.’’87 In the case of the fentanyls, since
1992, advances have included the discovery of the new ultra-fast (30-second onset time)
and ultra-short-acting (5 10 minutes duration after exposure terminated) opioid
remifentanil, which was of particular interest to Army researchers in 1994; the cloning
of all four human opioid receptor genes; the characterization of the anatomical locations
at which each receptor is expressed; and the generation of strains of mice in which each
opioid receptor has been eliminated.88 As a result, it is now known that one opioid
receptor, the mu opioid receptor (MOR), is responsible for mediating both the analgesia/
anesthesia and the respiratory depression caused by morphine, such that ‘‘any agent
acting at the MOR will invariably cause [potent] analgesia in combination with [variable]
respiratory depression.’’89
These findings may explain the U.S. failure to develop an incapacitating biochemical
weapon based on synthetic opioids in the 1980s and early 1990s. However, they also
illustrate the recent dramatic increase in mechanistic knowledge of brain function at the
molecular level. Results such as these have suggested to some that it is now becoming
possible to develop new agents that have enough specificity to more safely elicit more
predictable responses, and thus, that the outlook for incapacitating biochemical weapons
has changed dramatically.90 Indeed, even as it proclaimed earlier efforts unsuccessful, the
Naval Studies Board concluded that the Army had identified ‘‘a number of promising
technologies,’’ and it recommended ‘‘calmatives’’ as one of six highest-priority areas
for research and development, strongly suggesting that it felt the area remained ripe for
success.91
Certainly, a number of governments seem to believe that the pursuit of
incapacitating biochemical weapons remains a worthwhile endeavor. For instance, in
1999 the U.S. Army solicited proposals on behalf of the Joint Non-Lethal Weapons
Directorate (JNLWD) for projects that would ‘‘demonstrate the feasibility of a safe, reliable
chemical immobilizing agent(s) for non-lethal (NL) applications in appropriate military
missions and law enforcement situations,’’ noting that ‘‘recent pharmaceutical developments suggest that new approaches to safer chemical immobilizers with improved
performance characteristics may be available.’’ Immobilizing agents were said to include
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anesthetics/analgesics, tranquilizers, hypnotics and neuromuscular blockers.92 A contract
was subsequently awarded for a ‘‘Front End Analysis’’ that would review existing data on
‘‘three new agent combinations with potential for meeting user objectives,’’ define
scenarios of use and operational parameters, and conduct toxicological animal tests and
correlate their results with those from previous studies.’’93
In fiscal year 2001, JNLWD launched its own two-year Front End Analysis of ‘‘all
potential riot control agents, calmatives, etc. with an emphasis on technology advances in
the past 10 years’’ in order to ‘‘identify feasible non-lethal chemical materials for further
testing which have minimal side effects for immobilizing adversaries.’’94 Calmatives were
defined as ‘‘biotechnical agents which are sedatives or sleep-inducing drugs, [including]
alfentanil, fentanyls, ketamine, and BZ.’’95 They were one of 12 key technologies identified
for further development at a JNLWD-sponsored Joint Mission Area Analysis Conference in
October 2000.96 JNLWD is also funding the development of delivery systems designed to
carry a variety of potential chemical payloads, including ‘‘markers, taggants, incapacitants,
malodorants [and] OC/RCA,’’ including long-range mortars and airbursting grenades.97
And follow-on work to that project sponsored by the National Institute of Justice is also
occurring.98 Clearly, the Naval Science Board was correct when it concluded in late 2002
that biochemical incapacitants were once again ‘‘under study . . . after [a] lull in R&D for 10
years.’’99
What about other nations? Although very little specific information is known, there
can be little doubt that Russia is continuing its efforts.100 One knowledgeable observer has
commented that ‘‘it would not be surprising if a number of countries were conducting
more detailed and renewed research’’ as a result of the Moscow theater siege.101 The
Czech military is conducting such research, including studies in nonhuman primates and
human volunteers to examine the effects of different mixtures of various drugs in order to
determine which combinations and doses result in ‘‘reversible immobilization.’’ The drugs
included ketamine (a dissociative anesthetic), dexmedetomidine (an alpha-2 adrenergic
receptor agonist), midazolam (a benzodiazepine), and fentanyl.102 The North Atlantic
Treaty Organization has listed ‘‘chemical technologies [that] could act on the central
nervous system by calmatives, dissociative agents, [and] equilibrium agents,’’ and ‘‘by
convulsives’’ as two of its 17 anti-personnel non-lethal ‘‘technologies of interest.’’103 And
there are indications that China may be interested as well. An article written by two
Chinese analysts that appeared in the U.S. Army journal Military Review in July 2005 argued
that the ‘‘times call for new kinds of weapons, and modern biotechnology can contribute
such weapons.’’ ‘‘War through the command of biotechnology,’’ they said, will ultimately
‘‘lead to success through ultramicro, non-lethal, and reversible effects. . . . Modern
biotechnology offers an enormous potential military advantage.’’104
Very recently it has been shown that the neural circuits involved in MOR-mediated
analgesia and respiratory depression are anatomically distinct, and that those neurons
responsible for respiratory depression also express a particular serotonin receptor (called
the 5-HT4a receptor) that is not expressed by those neurons responsible for analgesia.
By treating mice with a 5-HT4 receptor-specific agonist, it was possible to overcome
fentanyl-induced respiratory depression without affecting fentanyl’s analgesic effects. In
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other words, the analgesic (and presumably anesthetic) and respiratory depression effects
of opioids have finally been separated chemically.105
In light of advances such as these and of the continuing efforts of various states, is
‘‘success’’ in the development of a truly effective and safe incapacitating biochemical
weapon now possible? In this author’s opinion, such a weapon, while theoretically
possible, is still many years away. In the case of the opioids, for example, there is much
about the roles of 5-HT4 receptors that remains unknown, the side-effects of 5-HT4
agonists (none of which are specific for the 5-HT4a receptor alone) have not been well
characterized, and it seems at least as likely as not that once again promise will not
translate to reality.106 Further, aside from analgesia in general, and the opioids in
particular, there is little drug discovery activity in the field of anesthesia today, largely
because there appears to be little need for new anesthetic drugs and hence little market
demand.107
But that may not matter. All that is really needed to keep military efforts active is for
advances in science and technology to appear to be sufficient to enable the development
of agents having enough specificity to more safely elicit more predictable responses. In
turn, all that is really needed for a biochemical incapacitant to be used and to gain traction
is for it to be viewed as being ‘‘good enough’’*and what is considered ‘‘good enough’’
can change from one time and place to another. Thus, when one proponent poses the
question ‘‘human immobilization: is the experience in Moscow just the beginning?’’
the answer may well be ‘‘Yes.’’ 108

The Chemical and Biological Weapons Conventions
With the ongoing revolution in the life sciences, the boundary between chemistry and
biology, and thus the distinction between chemical and biological weapons, is becoming
increasingly blurred.109 Rather than thinking of chemical and biological weapons threats as
distinct, it is more useful to conceptualize them as lying along a continuous threat
spectrum running from the classical chemical weapons on one end, through midspectrum agents including pharmaceutical chemicals, bioregulators and toxins, and on to
traditional and genetically modified biological agents.110 Incapacitating biochemical
weapons are captured by the prohibitions of both the CWC and the BTWC, because
they use chemicals that are either components of biological organisms or are biologically
active analogs of such components. This should constrain their development.111 The
comments of the Naval Studies Board about the effects of the CWC on U.S. military
research and development of calmative agents indicate that the CWC has indeed impeded
work in this area.
The CWC and the BTWC each capture incapacitating biochemical weapons through
a ‘‘general purpose criterion’’ that establishes a prohibition based on intent rather than on
specific agents. The general purpose criteria are at the heart of each treaty *if attended to
by the states parties, they enable each treaty to stay abreast of scientific and technological
advances, protecting the peaceful uses of new technology while safeguarding against the
hostile ones. However, both treaties also contain certain ambiguities, and efforts to
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develop incapacitating biochemical weapons attempt to exploit loopholes created by
these ambiguities.
The general purpose criterion of the BTWC is contained in Article I, which prohibits
each state party from developing, producing, stockpiling, or otherwise acquiring or
retaining ‘‘microbial or other biological agents, or toxins whatever their origin or method
of production, of types and in quantities that have no justification for prophylactic,
protective or other peaceful purposes .’’112 (Emphasis added.) The criterion has two
ambiguities. The first concerns whether the convention does in fact capture synthetic
analogues of naturally occurring biochemicals. It has been argued that the convention
does capture these synthetic analogues because (1) ‘‘toxins’’ means toxic chemicals
produced by living organisms and any useful incapacitating biochemical would thus be a
toxin, and (2) the Final Declaration of the Second Review Conference stated that
‘‘toxins . . . of a microbial, animal or vegetable nature and their synthetically produced
analogues are covered.’’113
Whether all biochemicals are also toxins is arguable, but virtually all biochemicals,
whether naturally or synthetically produced, certainly are components of biological
systems and are thus covered by the BTWC according to the most recent Final Declaration,
that of the Fourth Review Conference.114 More importantly, the statement that analogs of
either toxins or components of biological organisms are covered has not been reaffirmed
in final declarations subsequent to that of the Second Review Conference, even though
states parties have offered language that would do so.115
Even if the BTWC does capture all synthetic biochemicals, there is a larger potential
ambiguity in the treaty *the term ‘‘other peaceful purposes’’ has never been explicitly
defined. Given that the toxin oleoresin capsicum (pepper spray) is widely used by police
forces in nations around the world, there would seem to be an inherent limitation in its
meaning. In practice, for any agent captured by both treaties, the extent of this limitation
is likely to be determined by the CWC. Although the CWC explicitly states that it in no way
limits or detracts from the BTWC, states parties are likely to look to the CWC for guidance
as it is more recent, detailed, and precise, and it has a working regime with policies,
procedures, and mechanisms for verification and enforcement.
However, the status of incapacitating biochemical weapons under the CWC is even
more ambiguous. The general purpose criterion of the CWC is given in Article II.1(a), which
states that chemical weapons include all ‘‘toxic chemicals and their precursors, except
where intended for purposes not prohibited , as long as the types and quantities are
consistent with such purposes.’’116 (Emphasis added.) A toxic chemical is defined in Article
II.2: ‘‘any chemical which through its chemical action on life processes can cause death,
temporary incapacitation or permanent harm to humans or animals.’’ (Emphasis added.)
Toxicity is the defining characteristic of a chemical weapon *there is no distinction
between lethal effects and non-lethal effects, or between death and incapacitation, in this
definition. The CWC thus very clearly captures all biochemical incapacitants.
The ambiguity in the CWC arises from the one of the ‘‘purposes not prohibited.’’
Article II.9(d) lists ‘‘law enforcement including domestic riot control purposes,’’ as such a
purpose not prohibited, but the meaning of ‘‘law enforcement’’ is nowhere defined in the
convention. Moreover, while the definition of an RCA (riot control agent) is given in Article
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II.7, as ‘‘any chemical not listed in a schedule, which can produce rapidly in humans
sensory irritation or disabling physical effects which disappear within a short time
following termination of exposure,’’ no definition of a ‘‘law enforcement agent’’ is
provided. Indeed, while states parties must declare the agents they hold for riot control
purposes under Article III.1(e), there is no such declaration requirement for agents held for
other ‘‘law enforcement purposes.’’ Thus, not only is there ambiguity about the meaning
of the term law enforcement , the difference between RCAs and law enforcement agents
also remains ambiguous and subject to debate.117
The United States has additionally argued that Article I.5, which obligates states
parties ‘‘not to use riot control agents as a method of warfare,’’ indicates that RCAs are in
fact not toxic chemicals at all and are wholly exempt from the general purpose criterion of
the CWC. Virtually all other nations and observers disagree with this position and more
correctly argue that the definition of an RCA in Article II.7 as a chemical which causes
‘‘disabling physical effects’’ clearly means that RCAs are toxic chemicals subject to the
general purpose criterion.118
In light of these ambiguities and debates, it is not surprising that a November 1997
preliminary opinion issued by the Office of the U.S. Navy Judge Advocate General (JAG) in
response to a request from JNLWD suggested two ways in which incapacitating
biochemical weapons might be consistent with the international legal obligations of the
United States.119 First, it noted that ‘‘convulsives and calmative agents may . . . be
RCAs.’’120 This conclusion is significant because the JAG also concluded that ‘‘RCAs, while
they may well contain toxic chemicals, are subject [only] to Article I(5)s limitation on the
use of RCAs as a ‘method of warfare,’ and are not subject to Article II’s proscriptions.’’
Second, the JAG argued that if calmatives and gastrointestinal convulsives are found to
‘‘rely on their toxic properties to have a physiological effect on humans . . . [and] are not
considered RCAs, in order to avoid being classified as a prohibited chemical weapon, they
would have to be used for the article II(9)(d) ‘purpose not prohibited,’ the law enforcement
purpose . . . the limits of this ‘purposes not prohibited’ are not clear and will be determined be
the practice of states. ’’121 (Emphasis added.) In effect, according to a commentary
published in the Naval War College Review , ‘‘calmatives and gastrointestinal convulsives,
if classified as riot control agents, can be acceptable.’’ If not so classified, it could be
argued, says the author, that the ‘‘use of chemical-based antipersonnel NLWs [non-lethal
weapons] . . . in operations other than war’’ would still be allowable.122
In practice, it is difficult to see how efforts to develop incapacitating biochemical
weapons could proceed very far under the purported RCA exemption alone. First,
although most states do not accept the U.S. position that RCAs are not toxic chemicals, all
nations including the United States do agree that all toxic chemicals fall squarely under the
general purpose criterion of the CWC. To claim otherwise would be to attack the heart of
the convention, and no state is likely to take such step lightly. If the disagreement over the
status of RCAs has already severely constrained their use by military forces, as it apparently
has, then it is difficult to see any agent more toxic than today’s RCAs being used under the
RCA ‘‘exemption.’’123 This probably explains why the Committee of the Naval Studies
Board concluded that unconsciousness ‘‘is unacceptable under most interpretations of the
CWC.’’124 Second, and probably even more relevant, any biochemical incapacitating agent
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held as an RCA would have to be declared under Article III.1(e), most likely before it is ever
used, thereby defeating the purpose of excluding agents held for ‘‘law enforcement
purposes’’ from its declaration requirement.125
Thus, the central issue of debate will likely remain the scope of the law enforcement
purpose not prohibited and the limits on the types and quantities of toxic chemicals
whose use would be consistent with this purpose. As the CBW Convention Bulletin editors
asked, ‘‘what is ‘law enforcement?’ Nowhere in the Convention is it defined. Whose law?
What law? Enforcement where? By whom?’’ They add, ‘‘if states parties come to act on
differing interpretations of the ambiguity, even if they do so in good faith, the stability of
the treaty regime will suffer, perhaps catastrophically.’’126
At least four perspectives on the meaning of ‘‘law enforcement’’ and its implications
for the types and quantities of agents that may be used are apparent. The first,
represented by the JAG opinion, holds that the meaning of law enforcement will be
determined solely by state practice. This would seem to be the very approach that the
CBW Convention Bulletin editors have cautioned against. It is also incorrect, as it ignores
some basic principles of treaty interpretation *namely, that a treaty must be interpreted
‘‘in good faith in accordance with the ordinary meaning to be given to the terms of the
treaty in their context and in the light of its object and purpose’’ and taking into account
any relevant rules of international law.127
The second perspective is offered by Ambassador Adolf von Wagner, chair for the
final negotiations of the CWC, who argues based on the negotiating history of the CWC
that ‘‘law enforcement’’ is essentially limited to riot control and capital punishment. Thus,
only agents that meet the definition of an RCA in Article II.7 are of a type and quantity
consistent with the law enforcement exemption.128
Such a limited interpretation of ‘‘law enforcement’’ seems difficult to sustain given
the wording of Article II.9(d), and indeed, the third perspective, offered by Abram Chayes
and Matthew Meselson, allows for law enforcement purposes beyond riot control and
capital punishment. These would include ‘‘actions taken within the scope of a nation’s
‘jurisdiction to enforce’ its national law,’’ and law enforcement actions taken under the
authority of the United Nations (such as peacekeeping; these actions are not the same as
the enforcement of international law), as long as such actions do not constitute a ‘‘method
of warfare.’’ 129 Chayes and Meselson propose that only agents meeting the definition of
RCAs in Article II.7 should be permitted for these law enforcement purposes, because only
toxic chemicals with effects that do not endure beyond a short time would be of a type
consistent with law enforcement purposes and the purposes of the CWC.
A fourth perspective is offered by David Fidler, who shares a similar, though not
identical, view of the meaning of ‘‘law enforcement’’ with Chayes and Meselson. Where he
differs is in his assessment that the ordinary meaning of the terms in Article II.1(a) do not
limit the types of agents that can be used for domestic law enforcement purposes to RCAs.
However, applying international humanitarian law and human rights law as relevant rules
of international law applicable to CWC states parties, Fidler argues that the more difficult it
is to control the dosage or exposure conditions, the more restrictive the ‘‘types and
quantities’’ limitation does become. Thus, incapacitating biochemicals could be legally
used only in ‘‘extreme law enforcement situations,’’ which he defines as those in which
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‘‘government authorities confront the need to resort to potentially lethal force to resolve
urgent, life-threatening situations because less violent and dangerous means of resolving
the problems have failed.’’130 For law enforcement-type activities undertaken by military
forces extraterritorially and permitted by international law (e.g., controlling rioting
prisoners of war or civilian crowd control in occupied territory), only riot control agents
could be used.
Fidler’s conclusions are unlikely to satisfy either proponents or opponents of
incapacitating biochemical weapons. On the one hand, his interpretation makes it more
difficult to pass through the loophole created by Article II.9(d) without fundamentally
undermining the CWC. On the other hand, his interpretation does not close the loophole
off altogether, for it may allow states to continue to take advantage of ambiguity in
the meaning of ‘‘extreme law enforcement situations’’ and the lack of definition of ‘‘law
enforcement chemicals’’ in order to develop a potentially wide range of new toxic
chemicals without having to declare the identities of these chemicals.131
Absent an amendment to the convention, the best that can be done to resolve this
debate is for states parties to arrive at a common understanding of the meaning of the
term ‘‘law enforcement,’’ and of the types and quantities of agents that would be
permitted for this purpose. Four alternative legal interpretations have been advanced.
None unambiguously resolves the question of where the line between permitted and
prohibited agents can be drawn. Among the interpretations of opponents, von Wagner’s
provides the least leeway to those who would develop and use such agents while Fidler’s,
because it takes the broadest view of the types and quantities of agents that would be
consistent with permitted purposes, provides the most. However, all leave the CWC, and
indeed international humanitarian law and human rights law more generally, more or less
susceptible to technological change.132 Thus, it is reasonable to ask whether the
disincentives the opponents’ interpretations create for the pursuit of incapacitating
biochemical weapons will nonetheless be more than outweighed by the apparent
attractions of scientific and technological advancement.

Implications
Incapacitating biochemical weapons, if they could rapidly and completely incapacitate
individuals without causing death or permanent disability, might potentially be useful in a
certain limited range of situations such as hostage rescue. But as the Moscow event
illustrates, the ‘‘promise’’ of incapacitating biochemical weapons remains illusory. It is likely
to remain so for the foreseeable future. The dose-response problem is extremely complex,
and there are certainly no agents in existence today that can be said to have solved it.
Even if a pharmacologically safe agent could ultimately be found, its utility could be
dramatically reduced by the use of simple countermeasures, such as masking, that would
protect adversaries while leaving noncombatants exposed.133 Meanwhile, a certain
number of those who are unprotected may collapse in ways that obstruct their airway,
or be so disabled that they are more susceptible to being trampled or crushed during
rioting, or be otherwise prevented from escaping dangerous situations, or not be
recognized during the ‘‘fog of war’’ as ‘‘incapacitated’’ by an opposing war fighter who
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thus resorts to the use of lethal force.134 All in all, even if they could be developed, the
benefits of incapacitating agents would likely be very limited.135
Moreover, incapacitating biochemical weapons should not be pursued simply
because one can imagine scenarios in which their use might be beneficial and because the
state of science and technology suggests that it might be possible to develop them at
some point in the future. A more careful weighing of the potential advantages and
disadvantages of continuing to pursue such weapons is required.
In 2002, JNLWD awarded two contracts for work to develop ‘‘smart’’ bullets and a
‘‘rocket assisted safe projectile’’ that would deliver both blunt trauma and ‘‘secondary
payloads . . . includ[ing] chemical agents that can further incapacitate or maintain the
incapacitation of the targeted individual.’’ The developer noted that once ‘‘this new
technology is widely presented, demonstrated and accepted by police forces, security
personnel and security forces, a vast ammunition market will open up. This provides for
great commercial opportunity, which can later extend to the entire ammunition world
market.’’136 Regardless of whether this particular technology succeeds or fails, whether it is
bullets, mortars, aerosol generators, or other delivery and dissemination devices, if
biochemical incapacitants become weapons in police or military arsenals, a global market
would emerge.
Many damaging consequences of such a global market in incapacitating biochemical weapons can be envisioned. For instance, institutions and communities dependent on
the development and use of incapacitating biochemical weapons would grow in size and
influence and would likely work against efforts to control their development, trade, and
use. In addition, as already noted, what is considered ‘‘good enough’’ in a biochemical
incapacitant would vary from one country to the next, and we can be sure that the
countries with the most demanding requirements for low lethality rates would not be the
only ones participating in an incapacitating biochemical weapons market, either as buyers
or as sellers. Moreover, a market in incapacitating biochemical weapons would likely be
driven at least as much by the effectiveness of the weapons in causing incapacitation as by
considerations of their safety. Although national export controls, the Australia Group, and
other mechanisms might provide a means for controlling the proliferation of incapacitating biochemical weapons, as with controlling the trade in small arms in general, global
regulation would likely be extremely difficult and meet with only limited success, and
black markets would very likely emerge. Information controls would be even more difficult
to institute.
Meanwhile, militaries and police forces would very likely not be the only users.137 It
is likely that criminals, terrorists, despotic regimes, paramilitary organizations, and armed
factions in failing and failed states could all find utility in incapacitating biochemical
weapons and that many would not feel as constrained by international law and concerns
about lethality as nominally more legitimate users will.138 As Mark Wheelis has pointed
out, the ideal targets for attacks with biochemical incapacitants are people who cannot
protect themselves *that is, ordinary civilians.139 Criminals could thus find them useful for
aiding in burglary, kidnapping, incapacitation of security guards, and other activities.
Terrorists could find them useful for such things as facilitating hostage taking and attacks
on critical infrastructures, such as chemical manufacturing facilities, for preventing flight
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and thereby increase death tolls resulting from attacks with explosives, or for serving as
force multipliers in surprise attacks on military and police forces.140 While most despotic
regimes and failing states probably would not have the resources to develop incapacitating biochemical weapons themselves, all probably would find them useful for enhancing
their capabilities for domestic repression. Such weapons could, for example, facilitate more
robust crowd control and easier capture of opposition leadership.141 Paramilitary organizations and armed factions in civil wars could likewise find incapacitating biochemical
weapons to be effective as force enhancers and force multipliers in attacks on each other,
on government forces, and as happens all too often, on innocent civilians. Thus, against
the limited benefits outlined earlier, numerous potential harmful consequences can be
envisioned should incapacitating biochemical weapons become available.
There are also dangers inherent in the development and use of incapacitating
biochemical weapons by regular military armed forces. One such danger arises from the
temptation that would arise, once incapacitating biochemical weapons are introduced
into a theater of conflict, to find new uses for them that go beyond those originally
envisioned. Just such an event occurred with the use of tear gas by the U.S. military in
Vietnam. Ostensibly introduced for crowd control and for use in special circumstances to
save civilian lives, tear gas soon came to be used for a range of military purposes, including
the enhancement of lethal force. Indeed, a postwar analysis could find no case in which
tear gas had been used as originally stated, concluding that ‘‘the reduction in casualties
has not been in enemy or noncombatant personnel but, rather, friendly troops, as a result
of using CS [tear gas] to make other fires more effective.’’142
Biochemical incapacitants were used to enhance lethal force in the Moscow theater
crisis as well: The Chechen women knocked out by the Russian gas were not disarmed
while incapacitated and taken into custody; they were shot dead.143 Another danger arises
from the risk that a ‘‘non-lethal’’ incapacitating biochemical weapon used by one party to
a conflict will be perceived by another party as being a lethal chemical weapon, thus
triggering a retaliation/escalation cycle. Whether pursued under the law enforcement
exemption or in the guise of RCAs, the development and stockpiling of incapacitating
biochemical weapons would run the risk of defeating one of the fundamental purposes of
the BTWC and the CWC *preventing states from entering conflicts of any kind with a
stockpile of weapons whose use is proscribed but could nevertheless expand rapidly
under the doctrine of military necessity.
Another danger arises from what is perhaps the most serious problem of all: the
likelihood that the momentum associated with the growth of incapacitating biochemical
weapons programs and the institutional interests that surround them will, over time, lead
to an ever-broader and more powerful array of biological and chemical weapons. It is
reasonable to predict, for instance, that the inevitable development of countermeasures
will generate incentives for the corresponding development of ‘‘new and improved’’
biochemical agents. Because ‘‘non-lethal’’ biochemical weapons will not be entirely nonlethal, there will also be arguments and uncertainty over where to draw the
fuzzy line between permitted and prohibited weapons *half a percent lethality,
one percent, five? As already noted, the answer would likely differ from one place and
time to another, regulation will be nearly impossible, and institutional pressures to
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develop and use such weapons will tend to promote ‘‘good enough’’-type thinking.
Moreover, as a Council on Foreign Relations Task Force recently noted, ‘‘to press for an
amendment to the CWC or even to assert a right to use RCAs as a method of
warfare . . . would also free others to openly and legitimately conduct focused governmental R&D that could more readily yield advanced lethal agents than improved nonlethal capabilities.’’144 Indeed, it could reignite more general desires for chemical weapons
in some countries.145
It also seems likely that, if an exemption is carved out of the CWC for biochemical
incapacitants, there might soon be pressure to carve a similar exemption out of the BTWC,
perhaps via the ‘‘peaceful purposes’’ clause of Article I (since the BTWC does not contain
an exception for law enforcement purposes) so that biological ‘‘non-lethal’’ weapons may
be developed. After all, non-lethal is non-lethal, whether it is a pharmaceutical drug or the
bacterium that causes Q fever, and it is not hard to imagine scenarios in which a bacteria
or virus might provide more effective and versatile delivery of some bioregulators than a
chemical munition.146 Indeed, if significant efforts to develop weapons based on
neuroregulatory compounds get under way, it probably would not be long before
they expanded to include ‘‘non-lethal’’ weapons based on other types of bioregulatory
molecules. Such efforts have already been seen in the past.147 At the most extreme, we
confront the possibility that efforts to develop incapacitating biochemical weapons will
turn out to be but the leading edge of what Dando and Wheelis call the wholesale
‘‘militarization of biology.’’
By breaching the norm against biological and chemical weapons, the pursuit of
incapacitating biochemical weapons may thus be the most likely first step in the larger
exploitation of pharmacology and biotechnology for hostile purposes.148 In this age of
terrorism, it would be a step most likely driven by states, for only states are likely to have
the combination of motivation and resources needed to drive the development of truly
novel weapons in any major way, and only states can legitimize their use. What is the
likelihood of meaningful control once some biological and chemical weapons are deemed
‘‘acceptable’’ based on arbitrary and elusive criteria for lethality?

Solutions
Three years ago, the editors of the CBW Convention Bulletin offered their opinion that ‘‘it is
hard to think of any issue having as much potential for jeopardizing the long-term future
of the Chemical and Biological Weapons Conventions as does the interest in creating
special exemptions for so-called ‘non-lethal’ chemical weapons.’’149 Indeed, a partial ban
that would allow some biochemicals but not others to be used for hostile military
purposes would be fraught with ambiguity and would strike at the heart of the CWC, and
by extension, the BTWC. The point is not that international treaties are somehow
sacrosanct. Rather, as I have tried to illustrate above, the point is that if efforts to develop
incapacitating biochemical weapons continue to gather steam, the protections that the
treaties provide may begin to erode. Should such weapons come to be used, especially by
a major state and without much objection, the protections could ultimately be eliminated
altogether.
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Unfortunately, efforts to develop incapacitating biochemical weapons may well
gather steam as more nations become intrigued by them and, observing the efforts of
Russia and the United States, become convinced not only that effective and acceptably
‘‘non-lethal’’ incapacitating agents can be found, but that their use will be legitimized.
While the full ramifications will be long in coming and are impossible to predict with
complete accuracy, we face an erosion of the norms and goals embodied in the treaty
regimes. What then should we do?
First, we can recognize the wisdom of upholding the clear and simple dictum ‘‘no
poisons in war.’’ The importance of averting the hostile exploitation of biotechnology, with
all of the negative consequences that could follow, outweighs whatever marginal benefits
might be gained from the use, or even the continued pursuit of research and
development, of incapacitating biochemical weapons. To quote again the Council on
Foreign Relations Task Force,
[t]here is much merit to . . . ‘‘no gas’’ (and no poison either), as expressed in the CWC and
the BWC. Any other position opens a Pandora’s box of national research and
development of new agents, which can be far more toxic and more effective
against . . . [friendly] forces than the existing agents. It may also lead to the legitimization
of such weapons. . . . Expanding and strengthening the . . . commitment to the prohibitions on the use of chemicals and biological and toxic agents in warfare is essential if we
are not to see such weapons developed by states and used by them or others to
devastating effect.150

Second, we should act before incapacitating biochemical weapons make a heavy mark on
the world. We can already anticipate that advances in science and technology may
ultimately lead to the development and use of incapacitating or other biochemical
weapons, even if they do not work as well as expected. Indeed, we have already had a
demonstration of this in Russia, and there is clear evidence of growing state interest in
exploring such weapons. By anticipating where technology is leading, we can act to
channel it toward peaceful uses and divert it away from hostile ones before it is too late
to put it back in the box.
The BTWC, and especially the CWC, provide frameworks and mechanisms for action,
if the states parties decide to use them. Together with the 1925 Geneva Protocol, these
treaties effectively outlaw the development, production, stockpiling, or use of the full
spectrum of biological and chemical weapons, whether lethal or incapacitating. Steps can
be taken to strengthen the treaties so that they do not fall behind current advances in
science and technology.
The Sixth Review Conference of the BTWC in November 2006 offers an opportunity
to begin discussions of this matter. As a first step toward reigning in the development of
incapacitating biochemical weapons, states parties should use the final declaration of the
review conference to clarify that the convention covers all biological agents or toxins,
whether naturally or artificially created or altered, as well as their components and
synthetically produced analogs of these agents, toxins or components.151 Such a statement
would have the effect of unambiguously bringing all incapacitating biochemical weapons,
and indeed, all biochemical weapons, under the purview of the BTWC.
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Such a statement would also help lay the groundwork for important action that
states parties should take at the 2008 CWC Review Conference. It has already been noted
that it is important for states parties to come to a common understanding of the meaning
of the term ‘‘law enforcement’’ in Article II.9(d) and of the limits on the types and
quantities of toxic chemicals whose use would be consistent with this purpose. The states
parties should do so at the 2008 Review Conference, bringing in considerations of
international humanitarian law and human rights law in order to narrow the ambiguities as
much as possible before state practice establishes new norms that run counter to those
embodied in the convention. One possibility would be to declare that law enforcement
refers only to domestic law enforcement and to law enforcement actions taken under the
authority of the United Nations. As part of any such action, states parties should also
make it clear that any use of incapacitating biochemical weapons or RCAs in situations
where combatants and noncombatants are mixed is prohibited by the CWC.
The problem associated with Article III.1(e), that it does not require states parties to
declare the agents they hold for ‘‘law enforcement purposes,’’ cannot be fixed without
amending the CWC. Combined with a clarification of the meaning of ‘‘law enforcement,’’
that is probably the best long-term solution to the problem. But it would be a daunting
endeavor, and attempts made too soon could result in weakening rather than
strengthening the convention. Thus, efforts should be placed on building momentum
and consensus toward such an amendment in the future. The steps already outlined
would help in these efforts. Meanwhile, as an interim measure, states parties could agree
and affirm that the only agents that may be used for law enforcement purposes under
the convention are those that meet the Article II.7 definition of a ‘‘riot control agent.’’
Collectively, these efforts to strengthen the treaty regime would not only help
demonstrate that states parties are committed to foregoing the pursuit of incapacitating
biochemical weapons, with all the consequences such pursuit portends, they would also
help prepare the treaty regime for scientific and technical advances yet to come. However,
they may not eliminate all military research on and development of incapacitating
biochemical weapons. Since it would be difficult to distinguish legal development of new
RCAs from prohibited development of incapacitating biochemical weapons, there may be
value in states further coming to a consensus that the term ‘‘riot control agent’’
encompass only those RCAs already in common police use around the world.152 However,
it seems unlikely that states would readily forego the chance to develop new ‘‘riot control
agents’’ for domestic law enforcement purposes, and there is a long history of military and
law enforcement efforts reinforcing each other.153 Moreover, restricting research and
development efforts to the law enforcement sector would not solve the problem that
stockpiles of biochemical incapacitants developed for law enforcement purposes could be
easily diverted to military purposes should a need be perceived.154
Nonetheless, if the actions recommended above with regard to the BTWC and the
CWC are taken, the issue of law enforcement development and use of incapacitating
biochemical weapons and potential spillover to the military sector may not be as big a
problem as it might seem. The bar for ‘‘acceptable non-lethality’’ will be much higher for
domestic law enforcement than for military applications, and the above actions would still
significantly constrain military research and development activities. This issue is worth
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more exploration, and as science and technology advance, there may be value in an
international convention prohibiting and criminalizing the nonconsensual manipulation of
human physiology.155
Actions taken to strengthen the treaties will not be effective unless they are
complemented by other actions taken outside of, but in concert with, the formal treaty
regime. States should take steps to greatly increase the transparency and strengthen the
oversight of relevant areas of research and development, most particularly of military and
law enforcement activities in the life sciences and the area of non-lethal weapons. The goal
would be for states to demonstrate to each other that they are not pursuing the
development of incapacitating biochemical agents and other weapons based on
bioregulatory molecules. Of course, improved transparency measures should also be
brought into the treaty regime itself.
Here scientists themselves can play a critical role in helping to design and advocate
for a realistic, appropriate, and effective system of national and international regulation of
life sciences research and military development.156 More generally, it is essential that there
be increased dialogue about incapacitating biochemical weapons between the scientific,
medical, legal, and policy communities, and those concerned with questions of human
rights and humanitarian law, so that potential problems and effective solutions can be
identified, developed, and implemented. The science and technology required for
the development of incapacitating biochemical weapons, and of other weapons that
target specific human (and animal and plant) physiological mechanisms and systems, will
come from academia, medicine, and industry. Academia is responsible for developing
most of the basic knowledge that underlies drug discovery and development. The
biotechnology and pharmaceutical industries are most responsible for identifying and
developing new therapeutic compounds, and industry has historically been the major
source of compounds for military researchers attempting to develop incapacitating
biochemical weapons. Medical researchers are most responsible for gathering clinical data
critical for the successful development of such weapons. If a useful biochemical
incapacitant is discovered, it will most likely come from one or more of these sectors
rather than being discovered first in a military lab.157 Each of these sectors thus has a
particular responsibility for the future. Biologists, chemists, toxicologists, pharmacologists,
and doctors can and should bring their special expertise to bear on efforts to strengthen
both the treaty regimes and, even more, the norms enshrined within them.
The world may be witnessing a ‘‘renaissance’’ of military research into biochemical
incapacitants.158 Until the states parties to the CWC and BTWC clarify the ambiguities in
these conventions, most particularly those surrounding the ‘‘law enforcement exemption’’
in Article II.9(d) of the CWC, and until practices and procedures designed to prevent
application of the life sciences for hostile purposes are put into place, the development of
incapacitating biochemical weapons is likely to continue, albeit under a cloud of military,
legal, political, and scientific uncertainty. It will take a concerted effort, from the local to
the national to the international levels, to ensure that biotechnology does not become the
next military technology, with incapacitating biochemical weapons leading the way.
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